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There is no wonder why Sky Digital is among the most popular types of subscription digital TV.
There are so many choices and options, not to mention a virtually hundreds of channels to choose
from. Here we take a look at some of the many choices for Sky Digital installation in the London
region.

Which Set Top Box Do You Need?

One of the first choices you will need to give some thought to is which set top box you need. You
could choose Sky Plus or HD Plus, then there is Multiroom to consider and Sky Anytime.

Sky Plus was the original package and it remains one of the most popular. With this set top box you
are able to record not one but two channels and even watch another one. The set top box comes
with its own on screen TV guide which shows you details of the programs and allows you to plan
your recordings for up to a week ahead. Recording is easy as there is a built in hard drive which
stores up to so many hours of programs and you can even record an entire series. You can also
search for programs via the search option. Not only can you record easily but you can also pause
and rewind live TV so you never have to miss anything ever again. Sky Plus also provides residents
with access to on demand TV where you can choose from a range of the best TV shows and movie
of the week.

Sky Plus HD is one step up from Sky Plus as it offers HD channels which are crisper and clearer
than standard definition. You will see up to five times more detail with HD than you would when
watching in standard definition and there are numerous channels in HD to choose from. In total
residents of London should be able to choose from 60 channels all offering stunning high definition.

A Range Of Channel Packages

The range of channel packages, whether you choose Sky Plus or Sky Plus HD is huge, which
means there is something for everyone. If you want more channels then simply add on premium
channels. These include sports and movies, including HD channels if you have the HD Plus set top
box. With Sky movies premiere, showcase, comedy, family, actions and adventure and more, you
will be spoilt for choice and they are all in high definition.

Watch Sky in More than One Room

Finally residents considering Sky Digital installation in the London region may wish to consider
watching Sky in more than one room in house. If so then Sky Multiroom is the answer. You can
enjoy watching different channels in different rooms of the house and if you have an HD
subscription you can watch HD channels on all of your set top boxes. With Multiroom from Sky
Digital you will never have arguments in the house again over what to watch. Dad can watch sports,
the kids cartoons, teenagers can tune into music and mum can watch her favourite soap.
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Aerial Webmaster - About Author:
Get a aerial digital installation service and affordable quotation form professional a aerial installation
London Company.
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